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Students have until the
fourth week
drop a class
or trade'a grade option.

Wednesda¥, February 2~ 197!

Smiley Rejoins >Basketball learn
Atte~ds

Tuesday's Practice
· . After Five-Day Layoff·

·
• S .By ·John
. Griego
. .
. L~ bos were st'll
1
a.bl e to topple
Wt1 miley was remstated on the Bngham Young Umversity oil the
UNM basketball. team yesterday road 73-65 as the 6-10 Lobo pivot
a~ternoon !ollowmg a c9nference watched the game in his dorm
With Coach Norm Ellenberger.
room,
'I •
· t. t · t'
f
Smt ey s rems a emen came our
days after his suspension took
"If they would have lost I
ff t
would've felt bad but they didn't·
e ec ·
lose," said the big Lobo pivot.
· Smiley, the WAC's leading
Smiley who had just won a
basket defender with 40 blocked starting berth over Jimmy Allen
shots, was sent home early Friday two weeks ~go, said "I'll be a little
morning following a 94-84 loss to upset if I don't start the next game
Utah for what Ellenberger called but then again what can lsay?"
"an attitude problem." .
Asked if he felt the fans at, the
There was no specific reason for
him being sent back, it was just an
accumulation of· problems explained Ellenberger.

· been for or agamst
·
arena ltad
him
Smiley responded, "I always
thought the people were for me "
Since winning th
t ·f
.. .
· .
e .s ar mg
posttwn m the m1ddle for the Lobo
s uad s 'I h b
·
· ·
q
mt ey as :en a VItal cof m
the Lobo machme, grabb1ng
numerous rebounds and frustrating
the opposition by swatting away
many of their basket attempts.
Smiley's suspension brought
back bad memories from last year
for Lobo fans when six players
walked off the team in a playerscoaches dispute.

'Roots' Audience

All· Time Highest

After yesterday's practice in
which the teal!~ spent the better part
of two hours preparing for this
weekend''s WAC encounters with
Colorado State and Wyoming
Smiley said that he agreed with
Ellenberger, "He's definitely right.
!,had an attitude problem.''
Smiley refused to discuss at
.length his. run in with Ellen berger.
Photo by Phyllis Kushner

Wil ,Smiley goes for a layup in the game against New
Mexico Highlands.

Price of N·.M·. Gas
Debated· in Seriate·
The legislative battle over how to
regulate natural gas in New Mexico
is on. One faction wants to set a
legislative price ceiling (maximum
price) on the. gas, while the ther
wants to give the New Mexico
Public Service Commission' the
power to set the rates.
•
. Senate BilliOt introduced in the
Senate Conservation Committee
yesterday, requested that the
Legislature give the PSC the power
to set the rates at a "just and
reasonable" level.
This rate would be based on the
price set at the national level by the
Federal Power Commission and
then adjusted at the discretion of
the PSC, the bill states. The PSC
would hold hearings in which the
public and the producers of natural
gas would be able to present their
cases on Why the price should be ,
lowered or raised.
The blll was drawn up by Atty. ·

·Apodaca
Orders.
Lower Temp
· Gov. Jerry Apodaca ordered
yesterday that all thermostats in
state-controlled buildings be
turned down to 65 degrees. He
sent the order while at a conference in Miami. He also
requested that homeowners turn. ·
their thermostats down to 68
degrees. UNM buildings are.
state-controlled· buildings.

..

General Toney Anaya's office and
sponsored by Sen .. Donal,d
Thompson (D-Bern.).
Senate Bill 136, also introduced
yesterday in the Senate Conservation Committee, asked that a
ceiling on natural gas prices be set
at $1.06 per thousand cubic feet of
gas and that the ~eiling be raised.by
12 per cent each year. The current
price per thousand cubic feet is 52
cents.

NEW YORK (UPl)-The final episode of "Ro~ts" has replaced the first half of"Gone With The Wind" as.the most-watched television prtlgram
of all time, according to statistics released Tuesday by the A.C. Nielsen
Co.
· The triumph of a Black family from its roots in Africa through slavery
to freedom not only has pushed the "Gone With The Wind" version of the
Civil War out of first place, but it also has kicked all but this year's super· "The coach is gonna be right no bowl game out of the all-time top ten most watched television shows.
matter .what the player says,"
:rhe two-hour ~·~oots" chapter broadcast by ABC Jan. 30, 9-ll p.m.,
added Smiley of his conflict with ~astern, time, was .the-episode)· that downgraded "GWTW'' part I to
EJJen6erger.
·
·
second place, and it afso was the most watched show on network television
Asked if his "attitude problem" for the week ending Ja11. 30, according to the Nielsen ratings.
was completely worked ou,t Smiley
It was foUowed in the Nielsen's by the six other episodes in the televised
said that it wasn't completely version of Alex Haley's best-seller that were broadcast du.dng the week.
The opening episode of "Roots" had captured first place the preceding
solved but, ·"I'll just keep it to
myself the next time." ·
week.
Smiley, who had never been
ABC research estimated that 130 million persons watched all or part of
suspended before in his basketball
"Roots"
during its 8-part, 12 hours of broadcast time. That means that 85
career, said that he was upset about
·
per
cent
of
all homes owning television sets tuned in to at least part of the
the loss to Utah, a game in which he
·
program.
.
was the Lobos second leading
The
closing
chapter
of
the
"Roots"
story
received
a 51.1 rating and a 7 I
scorer with 14 points.
of
the
audience
for
a
total
of
36,380,000
homes tuned in.
per-cent
share
Without Smiley itf the lineup the
in. That put it ~ead of "Gone With The Wind" by 2.4 million homes.

·Udall Visits
U. Campus

By Margaret Reed
Stewart
Udall, said in a· press
This bill (SB 136) came out of
conference
Tuesday in the Robert's
Gov. Jerry Apodaca's office and
was sponsored by Sen. Aubrey Room that his major concern was
with the environment; particularly
Du~n. Regulating the price of
the
disposal of nuclear waste.
natural .gas, "is something you
Udall,
a former Kennedy cabinet
don't leave up to some committee
membtlr
said,
"We have to find a
or some g·roup of people to·
solution
for
the
disposal of nuclear
decide," Dunn said .."The g~wernor
in his approach has a practical waste. No one wants to be a nuclear
manner of keeping gas.(price) from dump. Not only would it be a
wonderful target in a nuclear war,
going out of sight."
but no one can be sure that the air
Dunn said the price of natural 1 would remain safe."
"I would be skeptical if I lived
gas if regulated would not go down,
here
and the proposal to dump
and therefore setting a ceiling
waste
in New Mexico was acwould prevent the producers from
'tualized."
charging an excess for th'e gas.
When asked about his home state
of Arizona and its water resources,
Thompson said having the PSC he replied, "Water is the critical
set natural gas price levels allows a resource. Arizona may soon
just and reasonable level to emerge become dependent on New Mexico
from investigation. "It. does not for energy. Phoenix is three times
raise the prices up to the level of as sprawled out as LA. Tuc5on is
$1.06 and then hold hearings on running out of water. Arizona is in
them,'' he said.
real trouble. l hope New Mexico
doesn't make the same mistakes.
Anaya s·aid the question over the
"Let's faceit," Udall said. "Our
pricing of natural gas is 1 do we
life
style uses energy that we can no
permit a commission to establish
the price, taking the. FPC rate into longer afford. Something has to
consideration, hoping that gas give."
prices may roll back, and then
Udall will be on campus for
allow hearings to take place. "Or several more days and will give a
do we come in and establish what public lecture Thursday at 8 p.m. hi
Woodward Hall.
·
that rate would be?"

'

(
}

)

In the -list of most-watched shows of all time, "Roots" for Jan. 30 now
ranks first, followed by "Gone·With The Wind " part I. "GWTW" part
II holds third place, while "Roots" for Jan.
27 and 25 are in fourth
through sixth place. Superbowl !l ranks seventh, followed by "Roots"
for Jan. 24, 26 and 29 in eighth through tenth place. "Roots" for Jan. 23
ranks 13th.
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. The ground hog came out today, looked tor his
shadow and decided, "Well, no gas tor the .East Coast

this year.'
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On Foreign Mission

I

Carter Praises Mondale

..8
.,S .

WASHINGTON (UPI)-Vice
» President Walter Mondale, retur~ ning from a 2~,215-mile diplomatic
mission to Europe and Japan, said
0
Tuesday America's allies now have
a better understanding of the new
::8:;:: administration's foreign policy
v goals.
Z
President Carter' we.nt by
r•f
v helicopter to nearby Andrews AFB,
~ Md., to greet Mondale, and

·5

0..

declared he had done "an absolutely superb job."
Mondale carried out his mission
"with the same depth as if I had
gone myself," Carter said.

meet Yout ASUNffi Senatots

TODAY

10:30 o..m. - 2:00p.m.

The Glo.ss Cubicles-mo.in Floor SUB
-Bring ,your concerns, complo.ints, ideo.s-

CJ"hereiS • ••ffereruem
PREPARE FOR:

MCAT • OAT • LSAT • SAT
GRE • GMAT • OCAT • VAT

O>Jer 38 years of 8)(perlence and success. Small classes. Voluminous home sludy materials.
Courses that are constantly updated, CenlerS open days & weekends all year. Complete

facilities for review of class lessons and for use of supplementary materials. Make-ups
missed lessons at our centers.

ECFMG • FLEX
NAT'L MEDICAL & DENTAL BOARDS
Flexible Programs & Hours
Our broad range of programs provides an umbrella of testing know-how that
enables us to offer the best preparation available, further improving the individual
course you've selected.
, ~ ,.
(303) 8113-5413
.
. 1431 W. Coltu - SuHe 405
Denver, Colo.
Spring & Summer compacts
Most classes 8 weeks before exam
Outside NY State Onl}t
Call Toll Free 800-221-9840
TEST PREPARATION
CenterS In Ma!or US Ci11es
SPECIALISTS SINCE 11138

!!!L..

Paid Advertisement

Speed Reading Course To
Be Taught In Albuquerque
The
United
States
Heading Lab i.s offering
their famous speed reading
course to a limited number
of qualified people here in
the Albuquerque area. The
average person who completes this course will read
live to eight times faster,
and with substantially improved comprehension and
better concentration.
This famous course has
~"""ht many thousands of
,
le to read over a
t _sand
words
per
minute with the ability to
understand and retain
what they haVe read mtiCh
more effective! v. The'
average graduate ~an ·read
most novels in less than one
hour. For more complete
details about this famous
speed reading course be
sure to attend one of tl1e
free one hour mientation
lectures that have been
schcd led. These lectures
arc open to the public,
above the age of 13 (persons under 18 should be ace
companied by a lJarent if
1iossible), and the courses
will he explained in cmnpletu detail, including class
schedules,
instructior

pro.cedures and a tuition
that is much less than
similar courses.
These meeting.~ will be
held in room 231-E of the
Student Union Building on
the Universitv of New
Mexico Camp;s, with the
exception of the Th ursclay,
February 3, meetings
which will be held in room
231-A. The Jirsl meeting
will be held Wednesday,
February 2, at 6: 30 and
8:30 p.m. Additional
meetings will be held
Thursday and Friday,
February 3 and 4 at 6:30
and 8:30p.m., and Saturday
at
10:30
a.m.
Meetings will also be held
Monday· and Tuesday
February 7 and 8 at 6: 30
and S:30 p.m. The final
meetings will be held Wednesday, February l:l, at
6: 30 and again at 8: 30
p.m.
Classes are limited and
class places will be filled
on a first come first served
basis on! v. Be sure to attend the. earliest meeting
possible to insure a class
place. Group rates are
availal>lc upon request. ·

He also outlined Carter's desire
for "the closest possible consultation" with traditional friends
and allies on matters of international
concern-including·
global economic problems and the
need to slow the pace of conventional arms sales and end
nuclear proliferation.
"In many cases, they (the foreign
leaders) were just ~sking questions
to reassure themselves traditional
understandings would be continued," Mondale said. "In many
cases. you could just see them
relax."
A key subject discussed during
meetings with eight foreign leaders
was the coming economic summit
of western industrial nations. Mond.ale talked with each of them about
the timing, location and agenda of
the summit.
Carter is reportedly hopeful of
expanding the meeting to inclu\le ·
consultations on East-West
relations, the needs of developing
countries and the problem of
halting nuclear proliferation.
Mondale silid some leaders,
notably the French, expressed a
reluctance to discuss these other
areas in a formal setting. These are
the types of concerns he will relay
to Carter before a final decision is
made on_ the summit.
Mondale told reporters he anticipated a formal announcement
on the economic summit conference within the next 10 days.
Initial indications were it would be
in London, although Tokyo also is
being considered.

By Cynthia Robinson
The amount of paper that UNM
sells for recycling is increasing. In
the fiscal year 1976 (!uly I, 1975 to
June 30, 1976), the University sold
57,412 lbs. of refuse paper worth
appmximately $800. So far this
year, UNM has sold 80,242 lbs. for
recycling, making $1,127. 70.
Recycling is controlled by the
state. The right of paper pick-up
and recycling is given to the
company with the highest bid.
UNM's paper recycling is now
handled by New Mexico Fibre.
The daily collection of paper
from the University is done by
records management personnel and
organized by Walter Sadlowski of
the records department. Each UNM

By United Press International

the timing of the trip-two da:rs after he and Carter took office-was
"just perfect."

"I was able to bring reassurance
because Carter is an entirely new
international leader for them,"
Talking with reporters on the 15- Mondale said. "It has been some
hour return flight from Tokyo, · time since a president was so new in
Mondale said the meetings in the sense of being known in
Brussels, Bonn, Rome, Paris, Lon- Europe.''
don and Tokyo all went well and
On the return flight, Mondale
told reporters he carried a message
of continuity of foreign policy in
such areas as U.S. commitments to
'the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization, the security of Japan
and the freedom of West Berlin.

UNM Paper Recycling Going Up in Pulp

\#(!)~(!.[J)
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Dixon's Apology Rejected
WASHINGTON-Federal Trade Commissioner Paul Dixon
apologized to Arab-Americans Tuesday for ~alling Ralph Nader "a
dirty Arab," but Nader rejected the apology and a congressman
sought Dixon's impeachment.
· Dixon-in a letter addressed to an Arab-Ameri.can group that wants him fired-said he did not intend his recent remarks on Nader's
Arab ancestry as a slur on all Arabs.
He did not, however, retract the rest of a scathing personal attack
he made on the consumer advocate two ·weeks ago, including a
remark that he is "a lying s.o.b."
Nader said he had not received his copy of the apology, and, in any
case, he cannot accept such a second-hand ?esture.

·. Gas Crisis: 'Worst to Come'
WASHINGTON-Predicting the worst of the natural gas crisis
may yet come, Federal Power Commissioner John Holloman said
Tuesday America faces emergency conditions 'through the spring and
factories may remain idle into the summer for want of gas.
.
Holloman said the past weekend's crisis may have been but a hint
of the future because the nation is keeping cities from going without
·gas by burning supplies from storage fields that are rapidly running
low.

Kiva
. Council Elected
For N'izhoni Planning

NBC To Televise Olympics

By David A. Shaw
The Kiva Club elected nc\\
council members to head four
committees which' will be planning
the Nizhoni Days coming in ApriL
The committees are responsible for
$2,000 of the ASUNM Senate',
allocation for the celebration of
Native American students.
Two dozen students filled the
Institute's meeting room as they
nominated five students to run for
the four available positions.
Leonard Tsosie won the first
position; Lois Sonkiss, Andrew
Todacheene and Loraine Cupp

MOSCOW-NBC signed a reported $80 million contract with the
Soviet Union Tuesday for exclusive rights to televise the 1980 Summer
Olympics in Moscow.
CBS dropped out of the negotiations last week when the Soviets
demanded $82 million in fees and technical assistance.
NBC Vice President for Sports Carl Lindeman said the general
agreement with the 11_oviets was "exactly the same" as those for the
five previous sumrner olympics.

Knievel 'Cracks Up'
CHICAGO-Eve( Knievel's scheduled jump on a motorcycle over
a tankful of lemon sharks was scrubbed because Knievel cracked up
on a practice jump Monday at the International Amphitheatre. Under
sedation at a hospital, he said he was sorry he disappointed the fans.
Knievel suffered right forearm and left collarbone fractures. He
was to be examined today for possible surgery.

As~as$inatiQn
•
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Eight Thefts
Reported
At Bookstore

Probes Revived
..

,,
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WASHINGTON-The House Rules Committee voted Tuesday to
revive the special panel created last year to investigate the John Kennedy and Martin Luther King Jr. assassinations, but on a temporary
basis and with a limited budget.
Under the resolution, the 12-member assassination committee will
be allowed to operate until March 31, and given a budget of $84,000 a
month retroactive to the start of the 95th Congress on Jan. 4.

Eight thefts of student
belongings at the UNM bookstore
were reported to the campus police
' during the first two weeks of the
spring semester.
Among articles stolen in
bookstore thefts were backpacks, a
calculator and books.
UNM police suggested that
students should stop leaving
valuables in the open-book compartments to guard from thefts.
Instead, the police said, valuables
should be left in the coin-deposit
lockers.

Adamson Pleads the Fifth
PHOENIX, Ariz.~John Harvey Adamson; who has confessed the
slaying of reporter Don Bolles last June, refused Tuesday to answer
questions about the source of money in his possession when he was
arrested.'
Adamson, under cross-examin·atipn in a preliminary hearing for
two other men charged in connection with Bolles' bomb slaying, invoked the fifth amendment a half-dozen times when asked details
about his finances.

'

STUDENT PROPOSALS

•

We would like to have proposals from undergraduate students fQr
one credit hour undergraduate seminars for Fall semester 1977-78.
The subject matter for the course should be interdisciplinary, or
at least' such that it would not be offered by a regular department.
Classes are normally lim_ited to fifteen students, and the emphasis is
on discussion and active student participation. Students making a
proposal must find a suitable qualified instructor.
Proposals should be made on a form which _is available, together
with further information and guidelines for proposals at the Honors
Center (west wing, ground floor, Humanities Building).

New Mexico
DAILY LOBO
Vol. 81

No.87

Box20, University P.O., UI'<M
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone: (505)277-4102
277-4202.
The New Mexico Daily Lobo is published
Mondar througlt Friday every regular week of
'l~e"Umversity year and weekly during the sum!.
mer session by the Board of Student Publications'
of the University of New Mexico, and,. Is not
financially associated with UNM. Second class
postage paid at Albuquerque, New Mexico
87l3l. Subscription rate is StO.OO for the
academicyear.
,
• Tlle opinions expressed on the editorial pages
of The Dally Lobo are those of the author solely.
'Unsigned cpinion ls that of the editorial board oC
The Daily LtJho. Nothing printed in The Dail)
.Lo~o n,ecessarily represents the views of the
_Umvers1ty of New MeJ<ico~
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Thursday, February 3
9:00a.m.- 4:00p.m. SUB
·
Featuring Equipment For:
• Mountaineering • X-Country Skiing
• Snowshoeing
• River Running
• Backpacking
• Alpine Skiing, etc.
If you have equipment you want to sell
bring it by Mesa Vista 1060
TODAY (or tomorrow).
tumrs'

red

UNM Mountain Club

.

Want to read faster? Tonight Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics is
offering free classes. Corne to a free class tonight, and ·you'll be able
to increase your reading and study speed as much as 50 to 100 per
cent.
No cost, and no obligation.

Find out how much easier school can be. Join the millions who've
taken a free speed reading lesson and doubled their reading speed on
the spot. With the same or better comprehension.
Then, take what you've learned and put it to use tonight to speed up
your reading and studying.

!
'I

Tonight.
Over one million people from around the world have already turned
to the Evelyn Wood reading method.

I
I

'I
'

Read thousands of words in a minute--that's pages in seconds, chapters in minutes, and books in less than an hour.
80 per cent of a college student's time is spent reading. Isn't it about
time you m8de it easy on yourself?

9AM 9PM
9AM 5PM.

Free Coin Identification
And·Evaluation
Albuquerque Convention Center

c•

.,c
"'1

These unique, copyrighted techniques are now taught in over 300
cities throughout the world. Average course graduates can do an
hours reading in less than 15 minutes.

Admission Free!
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Students wishing to drop off \;'
paper for recycling may deliver it to 0'
the Records Department, Building ?.
233, North Campus.
"'1
g.

k

Coin Show

I

DEADLINE FEBRUARY 11

Most of those in attendance
Monday night were disappointed in
the turnout so another meeting is to
be held, Thursday to help plan the
Nizhoni Days for April. It will be at
the Native American Studies Center
at 1812 Las Lomas.

Albuquerque Coin Club
Annual

Satqrday, Feb. 5
Sunday, Feb. 6

Most of the material picked up is

scrap paper, obsolete records, ~
computer paper and tab cards fj"
which are worth the most.
tJ

All the council members will
report the work of their committees
to the administrator of the Native
American Institute, B,alph Charley.

•

UNDERGRADUATE SEMINAR PROGRAM

~

department varies· in how often they
have to phone records and schedule
a pick-up. Large users of computer
paper, like the data processing
department, are regularly scheduled
for a weekly and sometimes twiceweekly pick-up.

were elected to the remammg
council posts. Tony Belinda, the
fifth nominee, will ·serve as an
alternate. A fifth council position
was not filled as Wilfred Jeans held
the post from the last sessions of
the council.·

::!).

for courses in the

~

•

~

Come to a free speed reading class tonight. Only one hour--and it
could save you hundreds of hours.

Come to a free speed reading lesson today.
7:30p.m.
Room 253 Student Union Building
University of New Mexico Campus
Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics
· Phone 266-7.322
Student Tuition Plan Available
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Letters
Editorials
OPinions

Review by Lynne Moyer
In Absurd Person Singular, the
play which appeared Thursd_ay at
Popejoy Hall, the opening scene
was the comic side of a couple
preparing for a party.
As the play progressed though, it
became apparent that this was a
statement about social structures
and the resulting power struggles
which inevitably occu.r,

Editorial

..0

0

..J

b
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UN M Sweat-Shop
~::: Conditions To End
u

<!)

z

'Z.

Jerry Apodaca issued an order, from sunny Florida, today to all
gj' state-controlled builgings to turn down thermostats to 65 degrees.
:l.
And he urged state residents and businessmen to turn down thermostats to 68 degrees.

Act one takes place on Christmas
Eve in the kitchen of Sidney and
Jane, a lower-middle class couple
who are trying to wiggle their way
to a higher status.
Their party guests turn out to be
the president of a bank where
Sidney is trying to obtain a loan, a
successful architect from whom
Sidney wants the favor of designing
a building for him and their wives.

We applaud Apodaca's move and look forward to UNM's com·
pliance with this order.
We, at UNM, will be told that it takes time to turn down so many
thermostats, but we urge concerned members of the University
community to offer as much encouragement as is necessary to
make sure their thermostats are turned down by the end of the
week.

This act contains veiled barbs

1mnmn1mlnmnunr m1111111111mnnmumulnlu u 1111 1111111111111111111

There is one ide to the gas shortage that we 'New Mexicans
should not overlook. Several long-term weather predictions indicate that, while the U.S. west of the Rocky Mountains has not
been terribly hard hit this winter by extremely wet and cold conditions, this trend will be reversed next year.
That means that, while we are warm this winter, next winter we
stand to be in the same shoes as the East Coast. So for those of
you who feel inclined to ignore the Governor's and the President's
request, you may remember these requests next year, from under
a mountain of shivering blankets.

Editor:
This is in response to Prof.
John
Howarth's
article,
headlined: "Is Der Educated Der
Winner.''
John's article has brought attention to the conflict that has
been going on beneath the
mask of false pretense. It points
out the self-centered, closed-

NM Civil Liberties On Death . Penalty

Editor:
One of the 'opinion' writers
on Jan. 25, 1977 is terribly confused as to where the American
Civil Liberties Union sympathy
lies in the issue of capital
punishment.
Gilmore was a suicidal murderer who manipulated the
state of Utah into satisfying his
death wish. He spent 18 years
of his life incarcerated and
made many suicide pacts with
other inmates, more recently
with his girlfriend, yet he never
quite .succeeded in killing himself. His right to kill himself was
never in question. There is
however some question as to
the constitutionality of the Utah
death penalty.
The ACLLY is opposed to
capital,punishment because the
death penalty denies equal

mindedness of a professor who
spends his life buried in
equations; which is in fact the
opposite view of psychology
majors, who believe that
equations are all in the head.
Neither are in a position to
state the employment policies
of Der Wienerschnitzel. It is
common knowledge through
experience that the wieners
there are prepared by the loving
hands of a business major. After
all, business wieners can't be
beat!

protection of the laws, is cruel · punishment and will c ntinue to
and unusual punishment and do so. .
When applying choices of
removes guarantees of due
study such as history, we find
Grace Watson Williams that John Howarth's article
process of law.
Executive Director, NMCLU· negates itself, because it is now
The irreversibility of the death
penalty means· that error
discovered after the penalty has
been imposed cannot be corrected, one who suffers the death

Farsight and Economy:
Lower UNM Thermostats

Editor:
I was surprised by UNM's decision to keep thermostats at 70
degrees and even more surprised by the reasons.
In the Southwest where outside temperatures vary greatly
during the day, students are accustomed to dressing for a cold
.
The ACLU believes very sin- morning and a warm afternoon. I'm sure that we could also adjust
cerely in the protection of every to variations in indoor temperature.
member of our society. It is
With the uneven heating systems at UNM, temperatures already
tragic wh'at happened to the
greatly from building to building. A change of a few degrees
vary
victims of Gilmore. Killing him,
however, did not bring .them would not notably decrease comfort.
1 urge the director of the Physical Plant to reconsider his
back and may have put many
more lives in jeopardy.
decision. It would be a farsighted and economical move for UNM
to turn down the he<lt. allowing faculty and students to adjust now
There are other reasons why to the colder temperatures of the future.
the ACLU has opposed capital
Susan Page
penalty, and subsequently is
found to have been improperly
convicted has been denied due
process of law.

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau
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SUB Theatre
Film Guide
By Miguel Gander!
Well, the LOBO has another varied film program for the most
discriminating taste.
Starting the week out on Wednesday night, the· SUB Theatre will show
Orpheus, a film by the French Surrealist Jean Cocteau. This film, which was made in 1949, is a fine example of French surrealism in film. The
story is based on the Greek myth of the same name. Orpheus is a poet and
this is a tale of his love for a princess who travels between this world and a
world of the unknown. Cocteau's mastery shows us a brilliant example of
visual fantasy.

Although some college
degrees are useful, some are
not, such as political science,
the field of studying who made
which mistakes to make sure
graduates of our poli. sci. department make unique mistakes.

On Thursday night the SUB Theatre will show Marcel Carne's Children
of the Paradise. This 1943 film classic is a story &bout the criss-cross
passion of a group of Parisian clowns, charlatans, and tragediafls in the
mid-nineteenth century. This film revolves around a love story which involves four Parisian artists who become fatally attracted to one girl.
Because.of the length of this film there will only be one showing at 7 p.m.
and admission will be $1.25. This film is three hours long and has been
called by many critics .the Gone with the Wind of art films.

And speaking of uselessness,
only an anthropology major
would chase Bigfoot across
Alaska, only to be pinned to the
same strato-volcano by the
plane, which a geologist, with
rocks for brains, wrecked while
attempting to photograph lava
close up.

On Friday night for all you science fiction buffs the SUB Theatre will
show 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea. This film is set in 1868 aboard the
Nautilus, the first nuclear-powered submaril\e. It is about the adventures
of the madman Captain Nemo and his adventure in the ocean which include a fantastic battle between the submarine and a giant squid. The
special effects are fantastic in this film which brings the Jules Verne classic
to life.
Rounding out the film program on Saturday night the SUB Theatre will
show William Wyler's 1939 film Wuthering Heights. David Niven, Merle
Oberon and the always great Lawrence Olivier play in this film based on
Emily Bronte's gothic love story with the same title. Lawrence Olivier
plays Heathcliff the gypsy who is the primary love of Cathy (Merle
Oberon); she rejects him for a life of proper marriage and comfort.
As' usual, all films (except Thursday night) are a dollar and showings are
at 7:00 and 9:15p.m.
1-!appy viewing.

In conclusion, as physics
majors we feel that any comments toward history majors are
total and blatant insults; as for
philosophy majors there is M'
need to say anything about this
field of study.... ! EVER!
From all previous data it
becomes quite obvious that
astronomy majors lust over
Uranus and Professor Howarth
is the third derivative of a
position vector.
All in all, depending on the
point of view, no one thing is
any more useless than another;
with the possible exception of
this article.

The party is repuced to playing a
game in which Sidney stands on a
table and symbolically controls
their actions, enjoying his position,
of power, and reversal of the social
·
structure.
The act closes and the audience. is
left with the realization that these
people have debased themselves,
given up their pride and _allowed
themselves to be manipulated in
order to fulfill their personal needs
for wealth, power and social status.
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-I HATE IT,
HAVING TO USE 1----.J
NEwSPAPERS AS CoVERS!

Coming
Soon

Italian
Fatso

Prisoner
On Video Tape

Episode 2 "ffiany Happy Returns"
Episode 3 "A, 8 & C"
Jon 31 - Feb 4

I Free

TV

Free

I

Something To Crow About!

7:00-Channel 4: Movie
("Frontier Fremont.")
8:00-Channel5: Nova
("Sunspot Mystery," Is the cold
weather due to fewer sunspots?)
8:00-Channel13: Movie
("Cage Without A Key," Susan
Dey in the horror of a juvenile
jail.)
9:00-Channcl 4: Tale of the
Unexpected (First of an anthology of Serling-like· dimensions.)
9:00-Channcl 5: Great Performances ("Salome.")
11:00-Channel 5: Anyone
for Tennyson? ("A Program of
Satire.")

New Cartoon
"Norton and Sammy" will be a
new feature in the Arts and Media
pages. The strip is done by art
freshman, AI Kratzer.

:r

Sponsored b_y Student Activities
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Peace Corps And
Vista Are
Coming

Use
Your
Degree
In A
Different

Way.

On Campus
Feb.1,2,3

Interviewing
Placement Office:
Mesa Vista
Hall

WELL, You HI\D
THE EDITORIAL
PAGES!

Information Table:
Student Union'

Flip Side's
Weekly SpeciQI
Now Only J2.99

Let: us add what's
Cl

IJUilO®~O[fi)@o oo•·
Sound Ideas can help yollt speakers give you all the music you paid for. Using component speakers from Hartley and Philips the audio specialists at Sound Ideas can
build custom speaker systems to your taste, or they can expand the range of the
.
.
speakers you have now.
One of the reasons that Sound Ideas is known for custom speaker work is this audio
spectrum analyzer -designed and built for Sound Ideas. I~ c~n show you- graph·
ically - just what the frequency response of your speaker 1s Uke, before and after.
As a matter of fact, Sound Ideas has more test equipment than many speaker manu·
· facturers.

Ta dlscio~cr what Sound ld~a~ ean ~dd lo your llsumin!l e~~:pcrl•
cncll Juu droP by I ihcy'r~ on Eub3nk North of l-:40, and
th~Y:rl!" op~n MMday n~d Thur!d.w cvaninos until 8:00, and
otlulr nl11ht! cllci!pl Sunday lh'llll 6:00.

Wark

The

on these
6.98 list Ips

Renaissance "Novella"
Rufus "Ask Rufus"
Jimmy Buffet "Changes
In Latitudes and Attitudes"

While
They
LGst!

Look For Other·ln-Store SpeCials

Photo Editor
Wendell T. Hunt
Advertising Manager
Harty Chapman

--

L ab a

Continuousl_y 10:30 - 3 pm

DeNT kNow,
I WAS NICE
AND WARIY1!

1:1.

-

-
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The banker fears he will lose

,---------------~

BoY IT WAS.
COLD LA5T NIGHT!

Sidney's large account; the architect desperately needs a job, and
Eva ends up directly asking for a
favor, which Sidney deaftly brushes
aside with a vague promise to ·
. consider it at a later date.

Sidney and Jane appear and,
while their clothes display their
new-found wealth, Sidney's
boorish actions indicate their true
"class." Sidney proceeds to "Lord
it over" these people who now look
to him for favors.

past, thereby being history and
self-hypocritical. This exemplifies the typical misapplication
of the physics profession, and
other technical fields such as
engineering, which Prof.
Regner
describes
as
being ... more useful than
physics ...

Thomas A. Zag on
Johnny Inc.

Asst. News Editor
I.Jave f-lynn

concerning the squalor of the house mistakenly thinks she is trying to
and the clownish qualities of the · clean it, and proceeds to take over
other two guests, close friends of that jo!), spending the entire scene
Sidney and Jane and their social there.
equals. Promises of favors are
obtained in between a series of fau)l
· She tries to hang herself on the
pas Jane commits. The scene closes light fixture over the kitchen table
with the mission accomplished and and they think she is attempting to
Jane sobbing in the kitchen.
·change the light bulb. This was by
far the most entertaining act of the
Act two takes place in the ar- show.
chitects', Goeffrey and Eva's
kitchen the next Christmas Eve.
In Act three, which featured the
Eva is sitting despondently kitchen of Ronald and Marion, the
brooding over the fact that banker and his wife, on the next
Geoffrey has decided to leave her Christmas Eve there is a complete
for another woman.- She has· reversal of act one.
decided to kill herself, and the
The banker is no longer
entire act consists of her abortive prosperous, his wife is reduced
suicide attempts as her gu.ests in- from a party drinker . to an
nocently keep .her from fulfilling alcoholic, Eva and Geoffrey have
her wish.
reconciled their marital problems
but now are almost destitute after a
When Eva tries suicide by building Geoffrey designed
sticking her head in the oven, Jane collapsed, evidentally blackballing
him in the architectural business.

Sounoloeas

m~F

Offet Good
Feb 2 thtu Feb 6
East End of
Coronado Center
293-2124
10-9, Sat 10-6, Sun 12-5
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Lobo Skiers Widen Lead
By Peter Madrid

110 OIIE ~NOU 11 .I.DMinEO

Starring

Margo Winchester
with
Adolph, Homer, Sweet li'l Alice, and the Headsperson •••
Paul, Pocahontas, and the Greek Chorus,,,
the Ethiopian Chef, Rate, and the Chesty Young Thing .••
Limehouse, Leonard Box, Gwendolyn, Eva Braun, Jr.•.•
and Harry lhe Nimrod!!!

Tonight at
8:00 9:50

At the rate the l)NM ski team is
winning races this season, they
could do just as well if there wasn't
any snow on the ground.
A confident UNM Ski Team
Coach George Brooks said, "At
present, there is no way anyone will
beat us. The league championship is
iced and we're the champions."
At a Regis-College sponsored
Central. Intercollegiate Ski League
(CISL) race last weekend at Winter
Park, Colo., the combined Lobo
ski team took a commanding433 to
254 point lead over second-place
school Colorado State.
Both days the only race that was
run was the standard slalom. The
men were first with 196 points and
the women came in second only 17
points behind the University of
Colorado scoring 237 points.
On Saturday, the men placed
Mike Higgins in first-place, Bill
Nara in second-place, and Rod
Mahoney in the number ten slot.
For the women on Saturday, it was
Stephanie Lemay in second place
and Kathleen Hilley in tenth for a
third place finish after Saturday's
competition.
"Our men's squad is out in front
by a substantial lead,'' Brooks said.

end-of-the-linef
'FIRST
RUN!

ON

'~ru-E NIGHT

TRAIN

STARRING KAY BEAL

Ton ht at 7:40 9:30

In the standard slalom, UNM has
five.men in the top ten. UNM's top
five are Nara second, Sena fourth,
Boutilier seventh, Mahoney eighth
and Higgins tenth.
In the overall standings for the
giant slalom UNM has Higgins in
first, Duke Flynn in fifth, and Sena
in sixth.
Brooks said, "I anticipated this
year we would have the strongest

Gymnasts Place 4th
In Husky Classic
By John Griego

Your ticket takes yOU
ooe stop beyond the

"As for the women, CU has a
substaniiallead and it is going to be
hard to overcome."
On Sunday both teams, men and
women, came in first in racing for
the day. For the men, Jose Sena
was second, Chris Dean was sixth,
and Eric Boutilier came in eighth.
The fern skiers did better than their
Saturday performance as Lemay
was first and teammate Diane
Herrington was third.
Brooks said, "If anybody on the
men's squad places this weekend,·
we will be in great shape for the
NCAA Regionals. At the regionals,
the maximum number of skiers that
can qualify is five. Right now, we
have five excellent men skiers."
In the overall standings after four
league races here is how the Lobo
men skiers stand.

Last Saturday night the UNM
men's gymnastics team traveled to
Houston, Tex., to compete in the
Husky Classic and again lived up t"
Coach Rusty Mitchell's predictim' ..
Mitchell had said that he thou> :u
the Lobos would place fourth w.d
they did just that as they posle< 1 a
final point total of 152.9.
Finishing ahead of the Lobos
were Oklahoma University with
156.85 points, Southern Illinois
University at 155.4 and Louisiana
State University at 155.3.
Trailing the Lobos in the sixteam meet were Odessa College at
147.75 and Houston Baptist
University at 145.8.
Although the Lobos performed
up to expectations Mitchell was a
little distraught that the team didn't
win the meet.
"After seeing the teams perform
I think we couldn've won it," said
Mitchell of the caliber of the opposition.
"I definitely thought we could've
scored 155 points,' he added.
The Lobos were again led by the
incomparable Steve Ortiz as he

finished first in the paralle) bars
with a 9.2 score, tied for fourth in
the vaulting event at 9.3 and
finished third in the all-around
competition with a 52.65 tally.
Mike Wilson and Bart Conner,
both from OU, finished 1-2 in the
all-around with scores of 53.05 and
52.9.
Chuck Walter, a senior who drew
praise from Mitchell, took firstplace for the Lobos in the pommel
horse event as he posted a 9.5 to tie
for the top-spot with SIU's Tony
Hanson.
John Bernal also grabbed a firstplace finish for the Lobos as he
posted his best score of the year to
win the rings-an impressive 9.2.
The floor exercise routine's top
spot was shared by Ron Galimore
of LSU and Les Moore of OU as
they both recorded 9.3's.
Steve Willard of Odessa College
took the vaulting event with a 9.4
while Mike Godawa of LSU won
the high bar event, edging out OU's
Bernie Van Wie by .05 of a
point-9.15 to9.1.
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Classifieds

women's team I've ever coached.
The cross-country team will help
out greatly in the total team
scoring. That is the way the scoring
for the NCAA's will be tallied."
The fern nordic squad of coach
Klaus Weber took first-place last
weekend with J acki Skaro in firstplace, sister Kim i.n second, and
JoAnn Erickson in fourth.
''The men's cross-country team
is progressing at a better rate,"
Brooks said. "They are doing as
well as can be expected."
Next weekend, the Lobos host 11
CISL schools at Angel Fire Ski
Area in Northern New Mexico. The
Angel Fire race will be the warm-up
before the Lobos compete in the
regional meets.
Brooks said, "We could sit out
this meet and still win the CISL and
place high at regionals."
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Rates: 15 cents per word per day, one dollar minimum. Advertisements run five or more consecutive days with no changes,.:
nine cents per word per day (no refunds If cancelled before five Insertions). Classified advertisements must be paid In advance.
marron Ho.IJ Room 131 or by mall to : Classified Advertising, UNm
Box 20, Albuquerque, Nm 87131.

Persono.ls ·

TYPING M.A. ENGLISH.
8564, 214

BASIC PHOTOGRAPHY COURSE forming.
Taught by an-oriented professional. No history,
chemistry of esthetics-just solid shooting

techniques, lenses, in~ividual instruction and henvy
practice in excellent darkroom. Absolute beginners to
intermediate, Weekly lecture~, critiques, field trips,
Expensive but inten~ive. Limited to ten very serious
people. Call A-Photographer, 265-2444 for mutual
Interview. 2/4
CONTACTS?? CASEY OPTICAL Company,
8736. tfn

255~

PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, I.D. photos, Lowest
prices in ~own. Past, pleasing. Call265~2444 or come
to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE, tfn

Women
Round bailers
Defeated

ATTENTION PREMED STUDENTS: full Medical
School scholarships a,•ailablc, Call Gr.ne Henderson
in Albuquerque, (505) 766~2335 collecti or write:
Navy Medical Programs Officer, PO Box 8667,
Albuquerque, New Me:dco 87108, 2/18
SEEK lNG UNM students who witnessed accident
Sun., Jan. 16, 2 a.m. at Lead & Aliso, between '67
b1own/whire Ford wagon & '77 black Cordoba, 1r
you were there, please call242~4109. l_fn
TAJ MAHAL TICKET SWAP; Have two Satur·
day/want Sunday. Call 842-1243, leave number, 212
EARLY BIRD SPECIAL at Bakery Cafe: organic
eggs, toast, home(ries, O.J.; $1,25. 7:30-9:30 a.m.
1113 Yale SE. 2/2

By Ed Johnson

For the first time in three years
the UNM women's basketball team
was defeated by New Mexico State
when the Lobos suffered a 59-57
loss last Thursday night in Las
Cruces.
The Lobos hit 29.2 per cent from
the field, but hit only five of 17 free
throws, while NMSU poured in 15
charity tosses.
Jean Rostermundt scored a game
high of 20 points, while Susan
Schuster picked up 14, with 12 of
them coming in the first half, and
Patty Howell added 10 points to the
Lobo effort.
UNM played without its top
rebounder, the injured Carol
Moreland, yet picked up 59
rebounds, four less than NMSU.
The win was State's fourth in the
conference and 14th overall. They
have suffered only one loss in
fifteen games.
·
The Lobos rebounded Friday
night with a 65-55 win over TexasEI Paso, in El Paso.
The Lobos had four players
scoring in double figures, with
Cindy Fischer leading the way with
13, Rostermundt scored 12, Howell
hit for 10, anc:l Schuster scored her
10 from the field.
UNM improved its free-throw
shooting by hitting 56 per cent.
The win gave UNM a 4-2
Intermountain Conference record
and dropped liTEP to 1-4.
The Lobos are averaging nearly
72 points a game, while giving up
69.1.

AGORA-UNM's student crisis center, 277·301_3.

214
VOLUNTEER FIREFIGHTERS WANTED. Want
an interesting hobby? Join the Albuquerque Fire
Reseive, Receive training through the Albuquerque
Fire Departmem. For information call 766·7884, ask
for Chief Lujan, or 266-5303 or 2684863 evenings.

214
MAC QR.. CHARLES who saw the bike accident on
Yale, Oct. 14-pleasc call 266-3842. Please-very
imponant. 2/4
FREE PUPPY: b&w, mixed collie-husky, female.
Friendly, trainable. 256-3324. 2/3
WHO'S RICK LOPEZ?

212

STUDENTS interested in volunteering to llelp with
UNM yearbook, please contact the Alumni Office,
277·5808. 2/4

LOST: small black & white cat. Long hair, kinks in
tail, female. VIcinity Coal & Columbia S.E. Phone
2684218, 2/S
BACKPACK: Taken from BookStore, 1/24177. Need
histology books and binder. Please. Lorenzo, 345~
5100. 2/2
$25.00 REWARD for full blue backpack, taken at
Bookstore, I/2SI77. SIO.OO for panial. Rosemary,
2774017. No questions asked. 2/2
FOUND: WATCH in no·smo~ing part of SUB,
1127!77. Describe & claim rm. 131, Marron Hall.
2/4
FOUND: LIGHT BROWN PUPPY, mixed brec;:d,
near UNM. Cali255·743S, after 3:30. 217
LOST: LIGHT METER in leather case, outside FAC.
Reward. Pleasecall243·5317. 2/2

Sel~:ctric

on campus, 296-'

CUSTOM SEWING: Fashion or domestic. Done
with skill and Imagination. 898-5977. 2111
PARKING
3663. 214

I~

blocks from SUB. $20/scm,, 266-

FLAMENCO DANCE CLASSES: professional
insjnlction, beginning February.: Call843-7810. 2/4
TYPING: ALL TYPES, general, legal. Call Ruth,
266-4770. 217
TYPING: fast, accurate, reasonable. Spanish also.·
256-9679. 219
KEEP THE HOME FIRES burning. Everyone Belly
Dances now! The Blue Harcem. 255-1967. 2/7
WILL DO TYPING &some babysitting in my home,
296-1678, after 12p.m. 2/7
MASSAGE; 298-4718, appts. only. 2123
GUITAR LESSONS for beginning to intermediate
players, from UNM guitar major. Call 247·
3574. 2/2

For Sale
20 PORTABLE TV's: $30.00 to $60.00. 441
W:.--oming N.E., 255-5987.

3/24

BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 206 San Pedro
SE, 265-0335. Color TV's & all ele\'tronic equipment.
!Oo/o discount for students with !D's, Used TV's for
sale. 2/10
PREITY PLANTS. 6001 Lomas NE. Plants·PotsMacrame. Very rca~onablc prices! 2/2
2 SPEAKERLAB 3WAYS, The:;e arc exceptional.
$300.00/bcst offer. 266-0235. 212
STEREO AM·FM RECEIVER: I5w per channel,
automatic turntable, Dynaflex 35w speakers,
$2SO.DO. 242-1474, 243·3391. 2/2
1972 MAICO 250: rebuilt engine, needs minor work.
$300.00, will negotiate. 242~1474, 243-3391. 2/2
SCUBA GEAR: full outfit, high q1.1ality, excellent
condition. $125.00. Michael, 243-7395. 212
1967 KHARMAN GHIA: body rough, runs good,
di~c brakes; $350.00, 262-0786, after7 p.m. 2/2
WATERBEDS~ WATER TRIPS, 3407 Central NE.
Catering to student needs since 1971. Inexpensive
furniture. Student spccinl: complete watcrbcd system,
S69.9S. 2121
COMPLETE B/W DARKROOM everything
needed-bra11d new, uever used. Almost $700.00 new,
only $350,00. 898-0391. 213
FENDER DELUXE REVE~B AMP. Very low price!
Dan, 344-9964. 2/3

YJ'.M1-HJ\ ~25 T~I}~hJI;T4 , l96S,J;"cellent.~{ldi·
tion forage, $200.00, negotiable. 242-7508. 2/8
ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER: just tuned up, $100.00.
277-6483. 2/4
'69 FORD FAIRLANE, A/T·AIC·V8, $1100.00.
Paul Findley, 277-6116, 242-9851. tfn
DIG SALE: Brand name jeans $6.95, any shirt in
store at $5,00, sweaters from SS.OO up at California
Fnshlon Oullct, 2318 Central S.E., 266-3596. Across
from campus. 2/8

n~·

CHRISTMAS LAYAWAYS: unclaimed brand new
Sansui Sherwood, Kenwood, Pioneer; turntables,
cassett~s, 8·track recorders. 400"/o·600Jo off, while they
last, 255-7535, 2/7
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WILL SACRIFICE EQUITY: repossessed Kirby
vacuum cleaner 1977. New guarantee, Assume payments of $7,47 & month. 255-7534, 217

0
0'
0

For Rent

"rj
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0'

PERSON TO SHARE furnished house wi~h yard on
Girard, $117.50/month &.utilities. Call268-7473 or

H

"'_,
ll>

842·5394. 212
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A DELUXE 2 BEDROOM in luxury comple)l, only
$220.00. 1 bedroom, $175,00, Pools, saunas, party
room, 883:9220. No pets. 212

,_.
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Employment
PART TIME WORK: 72 openings, $400.00 a month.
Call255-2337, 1·3 p.m. only. 212
AS n WOMAN Air Force cadet you compete for
your commi.ssion on the same footing as the men in
your class. There are scholarship programs available
to pay for your tuition, tcxtbooks ... plus $100.00 a
month-lax free. Contact the UNM Department
of Aerospace Studies, 1901 Las Lomas, Telephone
277-4602. 2/4
SEAMSTRESS NEEDED to sew curtain (70'xlO'J
for TV studio. Call Linda, 243-7821, EM. 255. 2/4
EARN $20.00 for 2 hour evening, for inviting 10 or
more of your student friends to your apartment to
sec products for your apartment demonstrnted suclt
as China, Crystal, Cookware, Silverware, Cullery,
Linens, etc. Apartment Plan~ing and Entertaining
Inc. Call collect, ask for S!urlcy. (317) 259-4491.
2/18
PART TIME HELP WANTED: sales clerk & stock·
ing. Must be over 21, graduate students only. Apply
in person, no phone eaJis. Save-Way Liquor Store,
5516Menaul Blvd.. N.E. 2/18
UNINHIBITED MODEL NEEDED for phot.;:t·
graphic assi nment. Any ethnic group. Send photo(s)
(returnable) or description to P.O. Box 5442, Albuquerque, fl7Jl5. 2/8
ROOM & BOARD: responsible girl to live in, Feb.~
May, (private room/bath), Care for 2 children, 7&8.
Mon.-Fri., 2:30·9 p.m. 4 blocks N.E. of UNM, 2557225, 2/8
NUDE MODELlNG: female, attractive. Up to
$2SO.OO weekly, J -6 p.m., 6103 Menaul N.E. 2/B
OVERSEAS JOBS-Summer/year-round. Europe,
S. America, Auslralia, Asia, etc. All fields, $500$1200 monthly. Exrenses paid, sightseeing. Free
inform.-Wrile: International Job Center, Dept. NB,
Box 4490, Berkeley, CA 94704. 2/14

Travel
EUROPE/WORLDWIDE Academic discount!i year
round. S.A.T.A. 4228 First, Tucker, GA, 30084.
(800) 241-9<}82. 2/8

ACROSS

1 With 10-Across,
famed spy
5 ... partridge in
--tree
10 See !-Across
14 Birthstone
15 Words of denial
16 Mr. Preminger
17 Type of word
18 Certain playing
card
19 Well: Sp.
20 Promptness
23 Clothing size
(abbr. l
24 Zodiac sign
. 25 Takes it easy
(2 wds.)
29 As hungry 33 Enliven
35 Living room: Sp.
36 Opie's aunt
37 Hockey great
38 Spasm
39 Vases
41 Tending to stir up
45 In a sloped
manner
47 Francis and Dahl
48 Monetary worth
(abbr. l

49 Woman's name or
song
50 Scientist's work
59

11 - -

60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67

GayCapri, for one
Sodium chloride
Cordage fiber
But: Fr.
Catch sight of
Contestant
Adam's grandson

TYPING, 1st QUALITY, elite. 883·7787. 212
BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 206 .San Pedro
SE, 265-0335. Color TV's, tape decks, stereo, amplifiers, :auto radios. lnSiall burglar alarms. IOo/o
discount for students with ID's. Quick service. Used
TV's for sale. 2/10
LSAT·MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now. Cali
Profes~lonnJ Educatots of New Mexico, Inc. 8425700. tfn

"A Day at the --"

34 Part of a circle
DOWN
40 The age of some
1 Player's turn
septuagenarians
2 Highest point
41 Geometric curve
3 Infield cover
42 In a cliched
4 Italian architect
manner
5 West Indies island 43 M*A*S*H star
6 Sweet wine
44 Daily occurrence in
7 Small case
England
8 Military equipment, 46 - - avion
for short
50 Alleviate
51 Certain holiday,
9 Drive back
10 Associates
for short
52 Insect appendage
familiarly
53 Water pipe
11 11 1t's - - game 11
12 Map notations
54 Formerly
55 Approaching
(abbr.)
13 Charged particles 56 "No man - - island"
57 Sundry assortment
21 Certain doctoral
58 Robert Stack role
(abbr.)
• .

REAL ESTATE SCHOOL starts soon. Our class
thoroughly prCpares you for the New Mexico Real
Estate examination. For reserv"ations and further
information, call Larry O'Neal at Chaparral Homes,
Realtots-296·07 I I, eves. 299·6357. 21 I 0

.

•

••

>,

Eyeglasses & ....;,..
Contact Lenses .. .
'(;fl.laiity ai reasonable cosl
Casey Optical Co.

ffilscello.neous·

An Open MEChA meeting will be held Wed., Feb. 2
in Mitchell Hall, rm. J 16at 7 p.m.

NEW

SHIPMENT of ISO Bertin bicycles-plus,
many French accessories. Some used bicyclt.~. R.C.
Hallett's, 843-9378. tfn

fNexr doot

ro Cssey Rexsl Drug}

lomM"aatWalh!ngton 255-8329

Study In
Guadalajara, Mexico

1969 DATSUN ROADSTER. Sic~, nothlng incUr·
able. $550.00. Kevin, afternoons. 292-1109. 2/4

The
GUADALAJARA SUMMER
SCHOOL, a fully accredited U"!IVERSITY OF ARIZONA program.woll offer
July 1·August 12, anthropology. art,
economics bilingual education, folklore histo;v, political science .. Spanish
lang'uage and literature. Tuition a!ld
fees. $220: board and room With
Mexican family. $280. Write to
GUADALAJARA SUMMER SCHOOL.
1530 Gamma Apartments. University of
Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 85721.

1%9 BMW 2002: good condition, recent work, new
Michs. Best orfer. Electric typewriter, just tuned
up, $100.00.277-6483. 2/4

Services

and a Woman 11

22 Jacques Cousteau's
domain
25 Picture game
26 Make a great effort
27 Classic movie
western
28 Type of vote
29 Heart chambers
30 Dine at home
(2 wds.)
31 Like Jacques Brel
32 The Marx Brothers'

GRUNDIG AM-FM·MPX STEREO; console/8-

track, turnt,Lblc, Like new, SIOO.OO, 843-7422. 217
PORTABLE ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER with case.
Good working order, $40.00. 299·1938. 217
UNCLAIMED LAYAWAY: color TV. Color & tint
controls, assume payments of $7.00 per month. New
warranty. 255-7534. 217
FOR REPAIR BfLL: zigzag sewing machine. Makes
buttonholes, decorative stitches, blind hems. $27.00
cash or take over payments of$6.00. 255-7535. 2/7

Big Boy
Family Restaurant
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Big Boy Combo

Exclusive Showing!
Tonight at 7:30 9:45

Original double deck hamburger
salad and Fries
5115 Central NE
1528 Eubank NE

Specials
Mon.- Fri
All Drinks

2 For.l
Sat
Sun

Till9pm
Till7 pm

Reg. Bar D~·inks

soc

Tonight: L.B. Cottonwood

'•

lobo

men 1 S

shop

552 Coronado Center NE
2100 Menaul Blvd NE
,\Fine Drinking Estahlishmcnl
'·

·• ..

Save $4.00 on 1st Pair
Save ,$5.00 on 2nd Pair
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PIRG Planning to Lobby
Against Non-Returnables

,.D

0

By Paul Gooris
and George Zamora
ct;J
The New Mexico Public Interest
0
Research
Group (NMPIRG) is·
0
.....u involved in 13 projects with the
G) emphasis pl~ced on lobbying in the
::8 state legislature, the coordinator~
~ director of the group said.
<lJ
z NMPIRG's four full~time and
00 ;ne half-time paid staff members
II)
bJ) are concentrating lobbying efforts
ro for abolishment of non-returnables
Ct.;
and for an increase on coal and
uranium taxes paid to the state.
Huston said his staff is also
working to push a bill which will
exempt food from the grossreceipts tax.
In a memorandum issued to state
legislators, NMPIRG labeled the
state food tax as being "unfair and
regressive." Huston said a food tax
exemption would bring relief to
lower and middle-income families,
groups which are affected most by
the tax. Exemption of food from
the gross-receipts tax would allow a
family to purchase two additional
weeks of food a year at no extra
cost, Huston said in a report ·to
state legislators.
The loss of $25 million per year
in state revenue coming from the
food tax, Huston said, can be
generated through additional
revenues. These revenues could be
assessments of a gross-receipts tax
on insurance companies, theaters
and the state's uranium industry,
which pay no gross receipts tax on
the the state, Huston said.
Huston is uncertain how the food
tax exemption bill will do when it
comes to the final legislative vote,
but he did say that there is "a 100
per cent chance of some form of tax
relief (for New Mexicans) to
become legislation."
NMPIRG has also submitted a
report to the legislature on the
proposed prison and the criminal
.....:!
:;;.,
,.....,
......

.:·

• ..p

sentencing act. In the report, that at present "there is no need for
NMPIRG maintains that prisons another low-level nuclear disposal
are costly to build and operate and site."
are "ineffective" in reducing crime.
Jim Feeney and the NMPIRG
In addition to lobbying against . staff have also put together a
the proposed longer prison sen- handbook on landlord-tenant
tences, Huston said his staff is problems. He said UNM studenh
working with a coalition of groups will receive the book at no cost.
that are lobbying against the death
NMPIRG is funded by UNM
penalty proposal.
students. Each student pays a $2
John Irick, state senator (R- fee, included in tuition costs, which
Bern.) is a major proponent of the finances NMPIRG' s yearly budget.
proposed prison and the Criminal
NMPIRG is directed and conSentencing Act which will lengthen trolled by a student board of
prison terms for most crimes.
directors elected by. the stud.!nt
Among the alternatives presented body. They meet every other
by PIRG are the increased use of Thursday.

.Th.ere is no escape from·

The Establishment
by Stephen E. Schlarb
The History Book
For The People

A penetrating analysis of ESTABLISHMENT domination and
exploitation, from 4000 BC to the present.
This unique study offers an alternative interpretation of
civilization, not found In conventional history books. It
challenges the progressive bias of 20th Century historians,
raises questions about the nature of civilized man, and
forecasts a change in the form of our government.
The Establishment is more than an unresponsive government more than any political system, more than big
business. The Establishment is civilization itself!
The Establishment is more than an unresponsive govern·
ment, more than any political system, more than big
business. TheEstablishment is civilization itself!
"CIVILIZATION IS OPERATED FOR
THE BENEFIT OF ITS RULERS,
NOT ITS CITIZENS". (page 169)
$6.50 VANTAGE PRESS,
516 W. 34th St.
New York, N.Y. 10001

In addition to lobbying
against the proposed longer
prison . sentences, Huston
said his staff is working with
a coalition of groups tha( are
lobbying against the death
penalty proposal.
fines and citations, expansion of
probation and parole programs,
increased use of community
correction and rehabilitation
centers (half-way houses), and
increased use of pre-trial diversion
projects.
On Thursday, PIRG members
will be testifying before the Senate
Confirmation Committee on a bill
proposing a moratorium on nuclear
waste disposal in New Mexico, said
lobbyist Jim Feeney.
In a report on low-level nuclear
waste disposal, Feeney says that the
"existing base of scientific
knowledge simply does not provide
any firm basis for confidence that
migration of radioactivity from
shallow land disposal areas will not
occur." He urges the Legislature to
"proceed' with caution" and states

!lnutttuin <ltb-6. . .
&

6307·Menaul NE
®EARTH is the registered trademark of Kals!ll Systemet, Inc.
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Senate Hears. PIRG
Th~ Associated Students of UNM Senate will hear from Rudy Martinez,
speakmg on behalf of the New Mexico Public Interest Research Group at
the Senate meeting tonight.
The Senate will meet at 7 p.m. today in room 250 A-D of the Student
Union Building.
Preliminary business includes messages from ASUNM President
Damon Tobias, Vice President Dorothy Davidson, and Senators P.M.
Duffey-Ingrassia and Kent Ghahremani.
There will be reports from the ASUNM Treasurer the finance
'
presidential appointments,'steering, and executive committ~es.
Old business is Bill!, amending Law 4-17-76.
New business is Martinez from PIRG· Bill 2 on the Elections Commission~ Bill 3 on the General Electio~s; and Bill 4 on the Teacher
EvaluatiOn Commit·tee.

c1976, Kals0 Systemet, Inc.

BUY 7RE EARTH® SHOE NOW,
AND YOU WON'T RAVE TO
FOOT THE
L.
Style 150. In Golden Glove
·· For Men & Women.
Regularly $42.50

Sale Price

$ 32Ji0

eartH
shoe

For every·walk of -life~

..•

Air Force ROTC can give
more value to your college
years and help you pay for
your schooling at the same
time. You can compete for a
two, three, or four-year Air
Force ROTC scholarship that
will pay you $100 a month

tuition,~~~~~~~~~~~

and
your too.
bookspay
and for
lab fees,

Plus, there's flight lnstruct!S~li~U~rr["g
tor those who qualify, a .,
:fi?W,.~=~t

STYLES FOR MEN & WOMEN ON SALE!
LIMITED QUANTITIES AVAILABLE ON SALE ITEMS.
SHOP EARLY FOR BEST SELECTION.

mission as a second lieutenant after graduation, then
responsibility and challenge
In an Air Force job.

Sale ends February 21st

Earth Shoe
act

rospace
1901 Los Lomas 277·4602

Air Force ROTC -Galewav lo a Great wav olllle

--TAO
=~a::; iE,tNC.

Coronado Center
293-6530

